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INTRODUCTION: THE RISE OF DISTRIBUTED CLOUD
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The cloud has been a core part of almost every organization’s strategy for the better part of
two decades. Its adoption has been steady in almost every aspect of business and has significantly
accelerated since the start of the pandemic. In fact, 71% of respondents to the ZK Research
2021 IT Priorities Study stated they increased spending for public cloud services in response to
the pandemic, while 62% did so for hybrid cloud and 57% for private cloud (Exhibit 1). The main
reason for this boost in adoption is that the cloud plays a key role in digital transformation initiatives. Digital businesses must be agile, but they can only be as agile as their IT infrastructure allows.
The cloud provides the ultimate in infrastructure agility because companies can scale up and down
as desired. New services can also be turned on without procuring hardware.
The definition of “cloud” is changing, and the first wave of cloud technology was akin to hosted
services, as businesses simply offloaded operations (Exhibit 2). This provided some cost benefits
but did not change the way IT operated or how network equipment manufacturers (NEMs) delivered their products to enterprise IT. The second wave of cloud, which is where the industry is today,
is based on a centralized compute model where businesses choose a cloud provider and run applications on that cloud. However, we are also seeing many cases where businesses choose multiple
cloud providers, as the various types of clouds each have unique strengths, and some applications
are better suited for one cloud over another. More companies today are also moving to distributed
clouds, which is a new approach to cloud computing. Gartner named distributed cloud one of the
top ten technology trends of 2021.
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Exhibit 1: The Pandemic Caused an Increase in Cloud Spending
How did the COVID-19 pandemic change your organization’s spending
in the following technology areas compared to planned spending?
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Exhibit 2: The Evolution of Cloud Computing
Phase 1: Hosted Services
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We will continue to see a shift to distributed cloud. With distributed cloud, applications or
services can access resources across any type of cloud—private, public or hybrid. Unlike centralized clouds, where “multi-cloud” meant multiple centralized clouds, a distributed cloud looks like
a single, virtual cloud even though the physical resources are physically separated. The primary
benefit of distributed clouds is a boost in application performance as data and applications are
moved closer to users.
Edge cloud will continue this progression because centralized cloud architectures will be unable
to meet the quality of experience (QoE) requirements of many new and emerging applications. For
example, video conferencing uses much bandwidth and can create latency issues. Edge computing
moves data and applications closer to end users, whether humans or machines. Moving video conferencing back-end processes closer to the source of the video at the network edge reduces latency
and lag. As edge cloud continues to evolve, it will be paramount for cloud providers, hyperscalers,
NEMs and the entire ecosystem of network providers to work together.
Many consumer applications have already evolved to this model, which has a profound impact
on corporate IT because modernized applications now must be validated, monitored, optimized
and secured in an entirely different way.

SECTION II: CHALLENGES CREATED BY DISTRIBUTED CLOUD
The evolution to a distributed cloud model accelerates a business’s journey to becoming
“cloud first,” as it optimizes spend and user experience. This shift also requires other infrastructure
changes, particularly for the wide-area network (WAN), because traffic patterns shift from branchto-data center to being cloud centric.
The current WAN architecture was put in place more than 30 years ago when computing was a
centralized resource. IT is now shifting to software-defined WANs (SD-WANs), which decouple net-
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work control from the underlying hardware. This enables network managers to centralize control
and make changes significantly faster. Consequently, SD-WANs bring a significantly higher level of
agility to the network.
With a traditional network, ZK Research found that the average time to make a change network
wide is about four months, which is far too slow for a digital business. With an SD-WAN, configuration changes can be made through a centralized portal and propagated across the network in real
time. NEMs that primarily delivered hardware-based products for traditional legacy networks now
offer SD-WANs and other virtual solutions; therefore, testing the performance of distributed cloud
networks is even more critical for them.
In reality, digital transformation kicked off SD-WAN deployments. And because this transformation had been underway for some time, many building blocks were already in place. We wouldn’t be
able to work at home or from a remote location without significant progress on Internet of Things
(IoT), cloud, mobile and other elements that have increased the utility and value of the WAN. In
response to these developments, the ZK Research 2021 Global SD-WAN Forecast has been
adjusted to account for acceleration due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Exhibit 3).
Another major shift regarding SD-WANs is that businesses can use broadband for last-mile
connectivity and the internet for middle mile instead of high-priced private services such as Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). This can save companies huge sums of money. Based on a series
of case studies, ZK Research estimates the average savings from an SD-WAN deployment to be
about 30% and as high as 90% depending on the network.
Despite the benefits of SD-WANs, many risks are associated with their deployment. One is
application experience. Because broadband is used, the network does not have the same level of
Exhibit 3: SD-WAN Deployments Accelerate
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predictability as a private network. Exhibit 4 shows the different response times and variability for
private networks compared to the internet. As the exhibit shows, there is a stark difference between
the two, making application experience hard to test and manage.
Securing Distributed Clouds with Zero Trust
Because distributed cloud enables edge computing and centralized resources, computing
processes can move closer to users and the source of data on local equipment. Traditional legacy
networks have a clearly defined network perimeter and are easier to defend and validate than
distributed clouds, where no defined network perimeter exists—thus making security and testing
very difficult.
Traditional network security in legacy networks is based on the assumption that once users are
inside a network, they can be trusted. This implicit trust means that once inside the network, users—including hackers and other malicious traffic—can move laterally across the network to access
or exfiltrate sensitive data. Enter zero trust. Zero trust is a cybersecurity strategy that secures an
organization by eliminating the outdated notion of implicit trust. Instead, zero trust is based on a
model that never trusts and always verifies. Zero trust started to replace virtual private networks
(VPNs) in 2020 and will continue to become more prevalent.
Exhibit 4: Private Networks versus Internet for WAN Transport
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Testing and
measuring the
performance of
today’s modern
networks using
yesterday’s test
solutions will no
longer work.

A zero-trust strategy uses strong authentication parameters, leverages network segmentation
and prevents free lateral movement. Users must be continuously validated with every digital interaction. Simply because they can access one application on the network does not mean they can access
other applications or areas of the network without further authentication. Zero-trust security is based
on identity, not on the perimeter as is the case with legacy networks. Zero trust also considers other
factors besides authenticating identity including a user’s location, their device’s security posture, and
the data and application they are trying to access. Zero trust provides Layer 7 threat prevention and
simplifies “least access” policies.
In summary, a zero-trust strategy means:
•
Never trusting and always verifying
•
Assuming threats are already inside the network
•
Authenticating every action, application and user
•
Encrypting everything
Zscaler CEO Jay Chaudhry is an expert when it comes to true zero trust. In a recent interview
with VentureBeat, Chaudhry stated that the biggest security risk today is allowing users to access a
network at all—because if you do, they can then move laterally and go anywhere. The interview also
covered the Colonial Pipeline breach, in which hackers stole VPN credentials, accessed the network,
moved laterally and found a high-value billing application that they encrypted and stole data from.
True zero trust is about connecting users to just the applications, not to the network.
With growing hybrid and remote workforces, increased migration to the cloud and the transformation of security operations, it’s more critical than ever for companies to adopt a zero-trust approach.
Digital transformation and the shift to zero trust for distributed clouds means that NEMs must also
adopt new delivery and validation models to meet their IT customers’ needs. As NEMs pivot from
offering primarily hardware-based products deployed in premises-based data centers, they now also
offer virtual solutions, applications and services including SD-WANs. With this shift, NEMs must have
the tools to prove their solutions can perform at scale when deployed across complex distributed
cloud and hybrid networks that utilize zero-trust strategies. As networks evolve and become more
dynamic, testing and measuring the performance of today’s modern networks using yesterday’s test
solutions will no longer work.
Because applications can exist anywhere across the distributed cloud, troubleshooting performance issues and conducting ongoing validation and monitoring can be extremely difficult. IT also
loses control of the network, versus controlling a private network, because the internet is used for
transport and third-party providers control many applications.
The shift in traffic patterns and direct-to-cloud access enabled by SD-WANs also makes it more
difficult to secure the network. In addition to zero-trust policies, IT is also embracing secure access
service edge (SASE), which brings networking and cybersecurity together and makes it available as
a cloud service (Exhibit 5). In traditional networks, firewalls and other corporate security tools were
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Exhibit 5: SASE Converges Network and Security
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deployed at one of a few points of ingress/egress, and all traffic was routed through these points. In
contrast, SASE brings security to the edge. One of the key functions that SASE relies on is zero-trust
network access, so implementing a solid zero-trust strategy is a cornerstone of SASE. Yet while
SASE is a critical part of a zero-trust strategy, it goes beyond security and also governs quality of
service (QoS), dynamic traffic routing and other network-centric policies.
With SASE, security and network capabilities are made available as cloud resources, so they
can be applied to any location including branch offices and edge compute locations as well as to
remote workers. This is necessary because distributed cloud expands the enterprise attack surface
exponentially due to its many more entry points. SASE ensures that corporate-class security can be
delivered anywhere it needs to be.
As transformative as SASE is, it does create new issues not only for corporate IT, but also for the
NEM’s quality assurance (QA) engineers who deliver network components to their enterprise IT
customers. For example, validating security policies for SASE and measuring the impact on QoE
is difficult because security components are deployed across distributed cloud and hybrid environments that typically include several zero-trust policies and parameters. SASE also introduces
several new security tools, such as a web application firewall (WAF) and a cloud access security
broker (CASB), which many businesses may not be familiar with. It is critical for NEMs to test their
products prior to shipping to validate and prove that they perform at scale in dynamic real-world
distributed deployments.
ZK Research recommends that companies of all sizes be aggressive in evolving to a distributed
cloud and modernizing their network and security infrastructure with zero trust, SD-WAN and
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SASE. To de-risk deployment and ensure a successful digital transformation, NEMs need a new
way to test these dynamic distributed cloud environments.

SECTION III: TESTING IN THE DISTRIBUTED CLOUD AND
ZERO-TRUST ERA

NEMs need a
new way to test
these dynamic
distributed cloud
environments.

NEMs and their customers must consider the testing of their distributed cloud network infrastructure critical to the success of their digital transformation. A lack of proper testing can lead to
poorly performing applications, security risks and unsatisfied end users. In the digital era, companies compete based on the customer experience, which often directly correlates to application
performance. Consequently, infrastructure that is not deployed correctly or not optimized for deployment in zero-trust networks will lead to a degraded customer experience, which can lead to lost
customers. Underscoring how tight this correlation is and the impact it could have on a company,
the ZK Research 2020 IT Priorities Study found that two-thirds of millennials admitted changing
loyalties to a brand because of a single bad experience.
Testing legacy network infrastructure has never been simple, but it was somewhat straightforward because all the infrastructure required to run an application was stored in the same location,
often in the same rack. This created infrastructure that was predictable and testable without too
much difficultly. Today, the cloud has removed the tight coupling of infrastructure to applications,
so traditional testing will not work (Exhibit 6).
Modernized clouds are also built on microservices, which are highly dynamic. The ephemeral
nature of containers enables workloads to be spun up and then deprecated in mere minutes,
sometimes seconds, which makes IT highly agile. However, it does change the way that NEMs and
enterprises must test infrastructure because physical testing tools can’t be deployed at the speed
containers are spun up and down. This is similar to the shift that occurred with the evolution to virtual machines (VMs)—although the life span of a VM is perpetual, so the same level of dynamism
from testing tools is not required.
Another challenge with distributed clouds is security validation, as the expanded attack surface
and the dynamic nature of modernized infrastructure create many blind spots—and these create
new points of entry that may get completely missed. Security has grown exponentially more difficult; security teams are tasked with protecting a growing number of entry points, and it only takes
one miss for threat actors to gain network access.
Although the decision to move to the cloud appears to be a simple one, in reality, it is quite
complex because organizations need to decide whether to leverage a public or private cloud or an
edge location. It’s likely that most will select a combination of these, hence the shift to distributed
cloud. As environments become more distributed, factors such as cloud service location, network
performance, country barriers and other issues can impact performance. This is where a change
in focus from testing in isolation to conducting end-to-end testing is necessary to quickly identify
areas that create cloud performance problems.
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Exhibit 6: A New Paradigm to Test the Advanced, Dynamic Traffic Patterns of Distributed Cloud
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Lastly, it’s critical for NEMs and IT teams to understand that with distributed technologies, it is
now mandatory to test performance and security in situations that replicate real-life deployments;
this is the only way to judge the impact of external factors such as cloud resources, internet service
providers, geographic location, regional dynamics and other issues. Without testing real-life scenarios, results can be misleading or even incorrect. Problems that occur can lead to security issues,
slow resolution and a longer mean time to resolution (MTTR) as the IT team plays “ping-pong” with
trouble tickets.
It’s important for NEMs to partner with a vendor offering a cloud-native network test solution
that allows them to generate and replicate real-world workloads, traffic and cybersecurity attacks
in distributed networks.
Thanks to its unparalleled level of IT agility, distributed computing is enabling organizations
to do things they never could before. However, there are several new challenges in the areas of
performance, scalability and threat protection. To combat this, NEMs need to answer the following questions:
•
Do your offerings deliver high-quality access to users, devices and cloud services
everywhere in your customers’ distributed, disaggregated networks?
•
How do you measure the impact on throughput and latency caused by complex cloud
application mixes?
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•
•
•

Do your products and solutions perform at scale when deployed across complex
distributed cloud, multi-cloud and hybrid networks?
How is QoE impacted when tested against changing cybersecurity infrastructure, and
is it enough to limit exposure across your customers’ on- and off-prem networking?
Do the products/services you deliver to your customers perform effectively in zero-trust
environments, where security policies need to dynamically adjust and auto-scale?

A perimeter-less, elastic, dynamic network with a distributed cloud requires an entirely new testing paradigm (Exhibit 7). Keysight Technologies has developed such a solution to help address the
questions above.

Exhibit 7: Network Validation Now Requires Functionality Not Found in Traditional Test Tools

Keysight Technologies and ZK Research, 2022
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SECTION IV: CYPERF IS DESIGNED FOR THE DISTRIBUTED CLOUD ERA

NEMs can use
CyPerf to test
real-world traffic
that mirrors the
actual distributed
networks their
customers deploy.

Keysight’s CyPerf is the industry’s first cloud-native software solution that can test and realistically
replicate distributed zero-trust network traffic. CyPerf recreates every aspect of a realistic workload
across a range of physical and cloud environments to deliver unprecedented levels of insight into the
end-customer and end-user experience, security posture, and performance issues and bottlenecks
in distributed and hybrid networks. CyPerf enables NEMs to emulate a complex distributed cloud
network in action—no more guessing or making big decisions based on assumptions or projections.
CyPerf achieves cloud-like agility through lightweight test agents deployed across any network
environment to realistically model application performance, user experience and possible threats.
This includes but is not limited to SD-WAN, SASE/zero trust, mobile IoT edge, public clouds, private
clouds and remote work environments.
CyPerf enables NEMs to validate their offerings in the lab before shipping to their customers. And
unlike other Keysight network test solutions, CyPerf also allows the testing of live distributed cloud,
prem-based or hybrid live production networks. This permits ongoing performance validation of
dynamically changing networks to measure the impact new security tool features and threats have
on QoE and overall performance. Having that assurance, NEMs can use CyPerf to test real-world
traffic that mirrors the actual distributed networks their customers deploy, giving them the confidence
to accelerate innovation and roll out new offerings faster.
Exhibit 8 illustrates how CyPerf agents are installed in various segments and are configured to
send applications and attack traffic through the agents in order to measure performance over distributed cloud, on-prem and virtual networks.
Keysight’s CyPerf software delivers realistic results through a combination of legitimate traffic and
simulations across a complex set of proxies, SD-WAN devices, SASE nodes, VPN tunnels, Transport
Layer Security (TLS) inspection, elastic load balancers, containerized networks and web application
firewalls. Its unique ability to interleave application traffic and malicious flows in order to replicate
user behavior and security breaches enables CyPerf to holistically validate distributed environments
faster and with more fidelity than legacy testing solutions.
CyPerf is composed of two core components: traffic agents and the CyPerf portal. Key features of
each are discussed below.
Distributed Traffic Agents
Infrastructure-agnostic, lightweight, software-based test agents are deployed as containerized pods. Test agents function on VMs, physical servers, containers and clouds including
but not limited to Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Azure, IBM,
OpenStack and Kubernetes.
 est agents auto-scale dynamically up or down while tests run to validate performance and
T
security as well as elasticity and impact on latency and throughput based on unique parameters.
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Exhibit 8: CyPerf Uses Test Agents Deployed as Containerized Pods to Simulate Real Traffic
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 unique goal-seeking algorithm enables agents to function in high-performance
A
environments. When users set an objective, CyPerf will adjust itself automatically to reach it.
 yPerf agents can manage redirects and cookies to support a variety of authentication
C
and authorization features and functionalities.
 ranular network-mapping capabilities for individual or groups of agents include
G
tagged applications that allow users to create complex architectures that span numerous
agents—each of which can carry unique application traffic and network attacks.
 hrough a closed-loop model, agents can simulate both client- and server-based workT
loads. This allows testing without adding the risk of accidental exposure of attacks (Exhibit 9).
 yPerf generates large-scale voice and video conferencing app traffic (such as Cisco
C
Webex, Microsoft Teams and Zoom) in conjunction with mean opinion score (MOS)
statistics, which enables NEMs and their customers to accurately gauge quality of experience
when using remote conference calling or virtual meetings over SD-WAN and SASE networks.
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Exhibit 9: CyPerf in Action

Keysight Technologies, 2022

CyPerf can generate VPN tunnels at high scale.
 ighly resilient test agents are designed to survive connection issues, workload
H
crashes and other disruptive events.
CyPerf Portal
CyPerf is a cloud-native, microservices-based, scalable application that can be deployed on a VM in a private or public cloud. It is built on a Kubernetes-based architecture,
enabling it to scale quickly while also being resilient and self-healing.
 he graphical interface is accessed through a web browser and makes it easy to operate
T
the system and run tests.
 he session-aware user interface supports multiple users or teams, facilitating collaboT
ration among groups.
 EST APIs enable CyPerf to be used with automation frameworks where users can
R
conduct tests, run emulations of app traffic and attacks, and gather results.
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CyPerf builds on more than 20 years of network and security testing across every type of environment. Keysight’s Application and Threat Intelligence (ATI) team conducts extensive research
and provides access to the latest application and threat simulations.
Keysight designed CyPerf with real-world scenarios in mind. Specifically, customers can leverage six core test scenarios as they modernize their infrastructure (Exhibit 10):
 D-WAN optimization: This new type of network can be significantly more complex and
S
unpredictable than legacy networks, which also makes app performance unpredictable. CyPerf
can recreate all aspects of applications running over an SD-WAN to measure bandwidth performance, QoE and security efficacy.
 ontent delivery network (CDN) testing: Ensuring security and maintaining QoE across a
C
CDN is challenging because of geographic diversity. Each time a new point of presence is used,
testing must be done and changes must be validated. CyPerf verifies service-level agreements,
security policies and network policies and then provides key metrics to evaluate CDN providers.
 ero-trust policy validation: NEMs must ensure their products and features enable their
Z
customers to implement zero-trust policies without impacting the user experience. CyPerf’s native
implementation of zero-trust authentication and authorization enables scale testing of zero-trust
network access (ZTNA) features and policies. This offers two key benefits. The first is validating
Exhibit 10: Keysight Application and Threat Intelligence Center
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the features and policies, and the second is ensuring the user’s QoE doesn’t suffer any degradation
when ZTNA is implemented.
SASE validation: Security and networking come together in SASE, but its cloud-resident
nature makes testing difficult, if not impossible, with traditional tools. CyPerf’s agents recreate
all aspects of SASE including exploits, malware and advanced threats. The test agents send application and attack traffic through SASE solutions to validate efficacy and measure the impact
of traffic performance.
Testing VPN scale: CyPerf can generate thousands of VPN tunnels for realistic VPN scale testing.
It can also emulate and send complex application mixes and attacks through those VPN tunnels
to measure the VPN infrastructure’s performance and security KPIs. CyPerf can handle massive
application throughput or any attacks passing through the applications.
Cloud migrations: Although the cloud holds much promise, businesses often overspend on cloud
infrastructure; they overprovision because they don’t know what capacity to purchase. CyPerf’s cloud
agents benchmark the app performance of cloud instances that involve switching, routing, network
address translation (NAT) or gateways. This helps NEMs provide the right configurations to help
their customers right-size their spend while ensuring performance remains high.
Containerized networks: Testing containerized networks can be challenging due to the
sheer number of technologies involved. In CyPerf, 5G security as well as many modern security infrastructures are deployed through Helm Charts to facilitate rapid deployments and
dynamic changes.
WAF testing: As more workloads move to the cloud, WAF usage has grown. Setting up a WAF
can be complex, and NEMs need to understand the different modes, such as reverse and transparent proxy. CyPerf’s agents simulate web clients and web servers that generate attacks to
accurately test the WAFs.
The benefits of CyPerf include the following:
Replicate distributed environments holistically with authentic traffic generation, which
enables real-world testing. This yields accurate results that can be used by customers to avoid
potential breaches scenarios and mitigate application performance issues.

Validate networks and clouds in half the time of physical solutions, saving NEMs and IT
or-ganizations significant amounts of time while enabling faster time to market of digital
initiatives.
ZK Research: A Division of Kerravala Consulting © 2022 ZK Research
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Access key performance indicators (KPIs) rapidly to ensure performance and threat detection. Benchmarks can be set and measured against, so any deviation helps to pinpoint a security
weakness or performance issue. NEMs can be proactive in their approach versus reacting to
customer issues.

The distributed
cloud and zerotrust era is
enabling digital
transformation
faster than ever
before.

Implement zero-trust principles and policies by sending authentication requests to devices
under test/networks supporting zero-trust features and policy implementation.
Measure and compare hybrid and distributed cloud workloads. All businesses want cloud
but may choose to shift from private to public to hybrid over time. With CyPerf, NEMs can
help their customers conduct an “apples-to-apples” comparison of performance and security,
enabling them to migrate risk free.
Measure the scale, performance and handling abilities of VPN concentrators by sending
thousands of VPN tunnel requests and application and security traffic through those VPN tunnels to measure KPIs.
Quickly find hidden issues that impact performance such as the traffic shaping and throttling done by network providers. These can be difficult to find, but CyPerf’s information can be
used to hold service providers accountable.
Accelerate the CI/CD pipeline with a repeatable and automatable software solution. Digital
businesses need to move with speed, and CyPerf’s subscription-based software model allows
testing to be an integral part of the development cycle.
Measure KPIs for custom application mixes against a baseline to test how each
application impacts performance and throughput both individually and within a complex mix.

SECTION V: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The distributed cloud and zero-trust era is here, and it is enabling digital transformation faster
than ever before. Distributed cloud is more agile and cost efficient than other cloud models, which
results in competitive differentiation. As NEMs and their customers shift to a new operating and
deployment model, the underlying infrastructure and method of testing performance must also be
modernized. NEMs’ customers will need to embrace containers, SD-WAN, SASE, zero trust and other
new technologies and strategies to remain competitive in an evolving landscape.
Enterprise IT should only procure products and services from NEMs that can validate their
solutions by replicating and testing authentic real-world distributed cloud deployments at scale. It
is important that the chosen NEM not only validate its offerings in pre-deployment, but also help its
customers measure and validate the impact of the offerings on performance and QoE as new
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applications, devices, zero-trust parameters and security tools are added to production networks. This
ensures ongoing optimization of performance and security.
The influx of distributed clouds creates more complexity and risk because the environment becomes highly chaotic. Bringing order to this chaos requires the ability to quantify and measure many
unknowns, with infrastructure no longer under IT’s control. CyPerf brings a unique software agent–
based approach that enables modernization in the same way infrastructure testing is done. Shifting
to this model ensures that NEMs can provide their enterprise IT customers the data they need to
confidently understand any implications to application performance and cybersecurity.
As network environments continue to become increasingly digital and cloud centric, ZK Research
recommends that NEMs conduct a complete rethink of their network performance testing methodologies, which includes taking the following actions:
 odernize testing as your infrastructure is modernized. Legacy testing tools lack the dynaM
mism to meet the demands of containers and software-based infrastructure. Testing must evolve
as fast as the underlying technology powering today’s networks.
 imulate “real-life” situations. This involves shifting away from testing in silos. UnderstandS
ing the application experience relies on understanding how different infrastructure components impact performance, from an end-to-end perspective, including the internet and public
cloud services. Simulating actual security threats, workloads, authentication and authorization
requests, complex application mixes and user experiences like MOS will isolate problems faster
and ensure NEMs, service providers and IT teams work closely together instead of engaging in
finger-pointing.

CONTACT

 est twice and cut once. Many NEMs and enterprises do not test with the rigor they should.
T
In the digital era, it’s extremely important to test and retest because zero-trust policies and the
performance of digital applications and services have a direct impact on the customer and
worker experience. Testing should become a core part of the application development process so
problems can be fixed before customers and workers are impacted.

zeus@zkresearch.com
Cell: 301-775-7447
Office: 978-252-5314

To learn more about Keysight CyPerf, visit www.keysight.com/us/en/products/network-test/cloudtest/cyperf.html.
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